This paper addresses the unrelated parallel machines scheduling problem with sequence and machine dependent setup times. Its goal is to minimize the makespan. The problem is solved by a combinatorial Benders decomposition. This method can be slow to converge. Therefore, three procedures are introduced to accelerate its convergence. The first procedure is a new method that consists of terminating the execution of the master problem when a repeated optimal solution is found. The second procedure is based on the multicut technique. The third procedure is based on the warm-start. The improved Benders decomposition scheme is compared to a mathematical formulation and a standard implementation of Benders decomposition algorithm. In the experiments, two test sets from the literature are used, with 240 and 600 instances with up to 60 jobs and 5 machines. For the first set the proposed method performs 21.85% on average faster than the standard implementation of the Benders algorithm. For the second set the proposed method failed to find an optimal solution in only 31 in 600 instances, obtained an average gap of 0.07%, and took an average computational time of 377.86 s, while the best results of the other methods were 57, 0.17%, and 573.89 s, respectively.
Introduction
This paper addresses the unrelated parallel machines scheduling problem with sequence and machine dependent setup times (UPMSP-SMDST). Scheduling problems with parallel machines have been extensively studied and applied in many manufacturing systems [1] . Because of the rising costs of raw materials, labor, energy, and transportation, the role of scheduling is currently essential for the planning of companies [2] . To learn more about these kinds of problems, the survey produced by Mokotoff [3] can be consulted. Most of the literature on these problems ignores the setup time between jobs. However, Allahverdi and Soroush [4] presented a study that shows the importance of considering the setup time to produce more realistic and effective planning.
The UPMSP-SMDST is an NP-hard problem, since a special case of this problem with a single machine is equivalent to the traveling salesman problem, which is NP-hard [5] . Among the few studies that use exact methods for the solution of this problem, Rocha et al. [6] is notable because it proposed a branch-and-bound approach to minimize the makespan and the sum of weighted tardiness of each job. de Paula et al. [7] proposed a nondelayed relax-and-cut algorithm based on the Lagrangian relaxation of a time-indexed formulation to minimize the total weighted tardiness. Tran and Beck [8] presented an algorithm based on a logic-based Benders decomposition to minimize the makespan. Finally, Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] explored many mathematical formulations with a new linearization to calculate the makespan.
Most studies use heuristics and metaheuristics to solve the UPMSP-SMDST. Among these papers, de Paula et al. [9] proposed an approach based on variable neighborhood search to minimize the makespan and the sum of weighted tardiness of each job. Lin et al. [10] presented an iterated greedy heuristic to minimize the total tardiness. Vallada and Ruiz [11] used two versions of a genetic algorithm to minimize the makespan. Ying et al. [12] proposed a restricted simulated annealing algorithm to minimize the makespan, 2 Journal of Applied Mathematics and Lee et al. [13] evaluated an algorithm based on the tabu search to minimize the total tardiness. Arnaout et al. [14] presented an ant colony algorithm with two stages to minimize the makespan. Finally, Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] proposed three versions of a method based on multistart and VNDS algorithms to minimize the makespan.
The combinatorial Benders decomposition was chosen to solve the UPMSP-SMDST in this study because it has been successfully applied to several scheduling problems ( [8, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ). The Benders decomposition method consists in dividing the original problem into a master problem and an easier subproblem. In a minimization problem, the master problem solution provides a lower bound (LB) and the subproblem solution provides an upper bound (UB) to the original problem. The subproblem is used to evaluate the feasibility of the solutions provided by the master problem and, if necessary, generate combinatorial inequalities, called Benders cuts, which are added to the master problem iteratively until the optimal solution of original problem is obtained [20] . As the Benders cuts are added, the difference between the UB and LB decreases, and when UB − LB ≤ , where is some tolerance, the optimal solution has been found. This method is also known as the logic-based Benders decomposition. The combinatorial Benders decomposition is a generalization of the classic Benders decomposition because the subproblem may be any combinatorial problem, not necessarily a linear or nonlinear programming problem [21] .
The contribution of this paper is the proposal of three procedures to accelerate the convergence of the combinatorial Benders decomposition as applied to the UPMSP-SMDST. The first procedure is proposed for the first time and consists of terminating the execution of the master problem when a repeated optimal solution is found. The second procedure is based on the multicut technique and generates several Benders cuts at each iteration based on quality solutions found during the execution of the master problem. The third procedure is based on the warm-start technique and consists of performing a restricted master problem that is easier and hence quicker to solve than the original master problem, generating Benders cuts more quickly. Moreover, with specific adaptations, these procedures may be applied to other problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definition and an actual mathematical formulation of the UPMSP-SMDST. Section 3 presents a definition of the Benders decomposition and reviews papers on convergence acceleration techniques for this method. It also describes the proposed procedures and their combination to create the method proposed in this paper, which is called the improved combinatorial Benders decomposition (ICBD). Section 4 presents the results of computational experiments, which compare the best reported mathematical formulation, standard implementation of Benders decomposition, and ICBD. In Section 5, the conclusions are presented.
Problem Formulation
In UPMSP-SMDST, a set of jobs is scheduled on a set of machines. Each job takes processing time on machine . The system machines are unrelated, which means that job can have a processing time that is longer than job on a specific machine, although the same cannot be true for another machine. There is a setup time, , which corresponds to the time required between the end of job and the beginning of job on machine . In this model, it is necessary to use a dummy job 0, with all its parameters equal to zero. Moreover, it is the first and last jobs of the sequences, where 0 is the set of jobs plus dummy job 0. The goal of the problem is to determine a schedule of job assignments for the machines that minimizes the makespan. Using the threeelement notation of Graham et al. [22] , this problem can be classified as | | max . Currently, the best mathematical model for the UPMSP-SMDST was proposed by Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] . In this model, is 1 if job is processed in machine (and 0, otherwise), is 1 if the job is processed immediately after job in machine (and 0, otherwise), denotes the completion time of job , and max is the makespan of the solution. The model itself is as follows:
∈ {0, 1} , ∀ ∈ , ∈ .
Objective (1) minimizes the makespan of the solution. Constraints (2) ensure that each job is processed by only one machine. Constraints (3) and (4) ensure that each job has only one predecessor and successor, respectively. Constraints (5) ensure that a maximum of one job is scheduled as the first job on each machine. Constraints (6) are a new linearization to calculate makespan that is independent of , which is a very high value constant. However, it is worth noting that Tran and
Beck [8] were the first to propose this constraint to strengthen the master problem. Constraints (7) ensure the correct order of the jobs and eliminate the formation of subcycles; that is, if = 1 the completion time of job should be greater than or equal to the completion time of job , and if = 0, these constraints become redundant. Constraints (8) also define the makespan of the solution. Constraints (9) assign 0 to the completion time of the dummy job. Constraints (10) to (12) define the nonnegativity and integrality of the variables. Finally, constraints (6) are responsible for the efficiency of this model relative to other models applied to this problem.
Combinatorial Benders Decomposition
The combinatorial Benders decomposition can be used to decompose the UPMSP-SMDST into a master problem of job allocation on machines and scheduling subproblems on a single machine. The subproblems are used to evaluate the feasibility of the solutions found by the master problem and to generate Benders cuts if needed. A standard implementation of this method for the UPMSP-SMDST was first proposed by Tran and Beck [8] . However, the direct application of this method converges slowly. Therefore, this paper proposes three procedures for accelerating its convergence.
The main issues associated with this slow convergence are (i) the run times of the master problem and subproblems and (ii) the quality of the produced cuts [23] . Many studies have been carried out to develop techniques to accelerate the convergence of the Benders decomposition. They can be classified into two main approaches. The first uses strategies to reduce the computational effort to solve the master problem, and the second generates more effective cuts to eliminate infeasible or suboptimal solutions [24] . Because the Benders cuts generated from any solution of the master problem are valid, this enables the creation of many types of cuts ( [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] ). McDaniel and Devine [30] suggested the warm-start technique, which generates cuts using the solution of the master problem by relaxing the integer variables. Wheatley et al. [31] developed a scheme called restrict-and-decompose, which consists of relaxing the integer variables of the original master problem and executing it. When this problem does not generate more cuts, the technique returns to the original master problem. Geoffrion and Graves [32] proposed a scheme in which Benders cuts are generated each time a new feasible solution that is better than the current incumbent solution is found. This strategy avoids having to solve the master problem until the end in order to generate Benders cuts. It can also economize computational time. Côté and Laughton [33] demonstrated the benefit of using a heuristic to find good solutions to the master problem. Similarly, Rei et al. [26] used the local branching strategy of Fischetti and Lodi [34] to explore the neighborhood of each solution obtained by the master problem to detect repeated optimal solutions. Poojari and Beasley [35] used a genetic algorithm along with a heuristic to find feasible solutions of the master problem. Sherali and Lunday [24] proposed generating a set of initial cuts for the master problem. Huang and Zheng [36] proposed a type of feasibility cut to iteratively remove infeasible solutions with certain characteristics. Another strategy is to propose and introduce valid inequalities in the master problem before starting the method in order to eliminate infeasible solutions ( [27, 37, 38] ). Generating more than one good quality Benders cut in each iteration is known as the multicut technique [39] . Magnanti and Wong [40] defined the concept of Pareto-optimal cut for degenerate Benders subproblems and applied the multicut technique.
The proposed acceleration procedures are aimed at reducing the execution time of the master problem and multicut generation. Methods to improve the quality and quantity of cuts generated like Pareto-optimal cut [40] , covering cut bundle [27] , maximum feasible subsystem [23] , and maximization density cut [28] , among other methods cited, were not used because they depend on a linear subproblem, and in the problem under study the subproblem is integer. The valid inequalities found in the literature were also not used because they are specific to the problems addressed; from a depth analysis we did not identify any specific or generic valid inequality for the studied problem. Furthermore, we tested two acceleration methods cited: the first is from Geoffrion and Graves [32] , and second is the local branching strategy from Fischetti and Lodi [34] . But, they failed to have a better performance than the procedures that we propose. The proposed convergence acceleration procedures are as follows.
Termination of the Master Problem Execution.
In a standard Benders decomposition sometimes the optimal solution of the master problem (LB) is equal to the optimal solution of the previous iteration; that is, different solutions with the same value. Therefore, we propose a procedure that terminates the execution of the master problem early when a repeated optimal solution is found. Hence, when this happens, the master problem does not need to run to the end, saving computational time.
Proposition 1. If, during the master problem execution, a new solution equal to the current LB is found, the execution of the master problem is terminated, and the LB keeps the same value.
Proof. The optimal solution value of the master problem cannot be lower than the value of the optimal solution found in the previous iteration. That is, given the lower bound at iteration (LB ), by definition, the sequence of lower bounds obtained by the master problem is LB 1 ≤ LB 2 ≤ LB 3 ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ LB . Otherwise, the previous solution would not be optimal. This occurs because there can be multiple optimal solutions with the same value. Therefore, in this case, the LB remains the same.
Multicuts.
A combinatorial Benders cut (CBC) is generated when an infeasible subproblem is identified. In the problem in this study, this happens when the master problem finds a job sequence for machine with subcycles. For instance, consider six jobs labeled 1 to 6. Two subcycles would be 0-1-3-4-0 and 6-5-2-6. Tran and Beck [8] proposed the cut shown below.
where ℎ is the completion time of the jobs in the subproblem associated with machine at iteration ℎ, ℎ is the set of jobs assigned to machine at iteration ℎ, and ℎ is an upper bound of the effect of job on completion time when assigned to machine at iteration ℎ, calculated as
That is, when job is no longer part of the solution, the value of LB can be reduced up to ℎ .
By analyzing the proposed cut by Tran and Back [8] there is a failure. Given the hypothetical job sequence = { , , , }, if the job was removed, the effect on LB only by the setup times is + − , and if max( ) ≥ + − , the cut is still valid; otherwise it is not. Therefore, we use a "no-good" cut that only eliminates an infeasible solution that has been found. According to some authors, this type of cut can be very weak [41] , but it was used because no special structure was found that could build stronger cuts, that is, cuts that eliminate other infeasible or suboptimal solutions. The only change made in relation to (13) was to replace ℎ by a very high value constant. Tests with the version of Tran and Beck' Benders algorithm using both cut types showed no difference in performance and solutions obtained. We made this change in cut because the previous cut is not a separation cut as claimed, but only a no-good cut.
Experiments carried out with the standard implementation of Benders decomposition have shown that the master problem generated many quality solutions in addition to the optimal solution. By quality solutions, we mean those that have a value , LB ≤ ≤ UB. The optimal solution of the next iteration may be among these solutions, if the method has not been terminated. Therefore, these solutions, including the optimal solution, are stored in a set called solutions pool. Each solution of the pool is solved by the subproblem, not just the optimal solution, which is why the procedure is a multicut. When a job sequence of a machine in the solution pool is found to be infeasible, a CBC is generated, as described above. This forces the master problem to generate solutions other than those of the solutions pool in the next iteration. Thus, the multicut strategy reduces the number of iterations required for the convergence of the method, thereby reducing computational runtime.
Warm-Start.
A warm-start procedure for the combinatorial Benders decomposition is proposed, based on the idea of solving a restricted master problem. The aim is to produce good quality CBCs more quickly. Many authors have shown that the strong lower bounds found by the linear relaxations of time-indexed formulations for machine scheduling problems provide useful information for guiding primal heuristics called list-scheduling algorithms ( [42] [43] [44] ). In this sense, the linear relaxation of the Benders decomposition master problem also provides a strong lower bound. The tests conducted in this study show that the gap between the linear relaxation and integer optimal solution of the master problem was on average 7%. In addition, Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz [45] showed that, for a scheduling problem on parallel machines without setup time, size-reduction heuristics produce good quality solutions with little computational effort. These heuristics use some clever criteria to reduce the number of variables available during the run of the mathematical model. We join these two ideas to propose our restricted master problem.
The restricted master problem is obtained by setting a set of variables of the master problem to zero as follows. First, a linear relaxation of the master problem is performed. That is, all jobs for which the variable obtained a nonzero value are inserted into the set of jobs available for machine , which is denoted as . In addition, the rest of the jobs are inserted into the set of jobs not available for machine i, denoted by . Thus, the restricted master problem is executed with the variables of the jobs in set to 0; that is, they cannot be chosen, while the variables of the jobs in can take the value of 0 or 1. To increase the number of available jobs on each machine and consequently improve the quality of the solutions, the following size-reduction heuristic is used. We first evaluate each job in and choose the one that could possibly generate the least effect on the completion time of machine ( ), which is then inserted into . To calculate this effect, parameter is calculated for each job ∈ . This parameter is the sum of the processing time of job on machine , the lowest setup time for jobs subsequent to job , and the lowest setup time for jobs before job , where ∈ ; that is, = +min( )+min( ). The job with the minimum is inserted into and removed from . This procedure is repeated until achieves the desired size. The proposed warm-start procedure consists of a Benders decomposition using the restricted master problem described above rather than the master problem with all available jobs (the original master problem). The master problem is hence solved more quickly, and thus CBC are also generated more quickly. The warm-start procedure is executed in two stages with different percentages of jobs in , because they empirically showed better performance. Each stage ends after a fixed number of iterations or when the optimal solution of the restricted master problem is equal to the UB. We make the observation that the optimal solution of the restricted master problem is not an LB of the original problem.
ICBD.
The master problem is a relaxation of the mixedinteger formulation proposed by Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] for the UPMSP-SMDST. This relaxation removes the elimination constraints of the subcycles, that is, constraints (7), and consequently constraints (8) and (10) . For this reason, the master problem may find job sequences with subcycles, which are infeasible solutions. However, this relaxation provides a tight LB and is significantly easier to solve than the complete problem. Thus, this relaxation decomposes the UPMSP-SMDST into a master problem of job allocations and scheduling subproblems on a single machine, which are used to evaluate the existence of subcycles.
Given a solution of the master problem, where mp is the completion time of the job sequence of machine in the master problem, the next step is to determine the existence of any subcycles on each machine by means of a subproblem. The resulting subproblem is equivalent to the traveling salesman problem with directed arcs, also known as asymmetric traveling salesman problem. In this representation, the jobs are the nodes and the distances between the nodes are the setup times between jobs. The completion time of the sequence is the sum of the distances between the nodes and the processing time of the jobs. For each iteration ℎ of the algorithm and machine , one subproblem SP ℎ is generated and its completion time ℎ is found. When ℎ > mp , the sequence has a subcycle, so a CBC is generated and added to the master problem. The biggest ℎ is the iteration makespan The proposed ICBD method consists of solving the master problem (MP) using the three proposed procedures and the subproblems until a terminating condition is true. In each iteration ℎ of ICBD, the master problem generates a solution pool of size |Pool| according to the multicut procedure outlined in Section 3.2. Algorithm 1 evaluates each one of the solutions. The ICBD algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 is used for both the restricted and original master problems. Thus, this algorithm is executed twice in sequence: once in the warm-start procedure with the restricted master problem, and once with the original master problem. The warm-start procedure is terminated at the conclusion of its two stages or when their execution time reaches the maximum time allowed. The original master problem is terminated when the optimality condition (UB − LB ≤ 0.0001) or total allowed run time is reached. It is important to note that, during the warm-start procedure, the optimal solution of the master problem is not a valid LB of the problem because it does not have all the variables available.
Computational Experiments
In order to test the mathematical formulation and Benders decomposition methods, they were implemented using API Concert Technology for C++ and solved using IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.5. Tests were performed on a Dell Inspiron notebook, equipped with an Intel Core i5-2430M 2.40 GHz processor with 4 GB of memory and a Windows 7 operating system. The maximum runtime allowed for any case was 3,600 s. If the solver was not able to find the optimal solution, the best integer solution obtained is reported.
The computational experiments are performed using two different instance sets: first with the instances used by Tran and Beck [8] and next with instances from Vallada and Ruiz [11] used by Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] . The test instances obtained from Tran and Beck [8] The instances were grouped by number of jobs and machines. Therefore, each table row represents the average results of 10 or 30 instances tested from Tran and Beck [8] or Vallada and Ruiz [11] , respectively. Table 1 compares the results of the Benders decomposition method of Tran and Beck [8] (T&B), and the proposed ICBD method using instances from Tran and Beck [8] . Columns 1 and 2 refer to the number of jobs and machines, respectively. The remainder of the table is divided into three groups. The first group refers to the average percentage gap between the first iteration LB of MP (LB 1 ) and the optimal solution (opt), which is calculated as 100 * (opt − LB 1 )/LB 1 . The second and third group show the results from T&B and ICBD methods. Columns of each group refer to the number of iterations (iter), number of cuts (#cut), and run time (time).
All instances from Tran and Beck [8] were solved to optimality by the two methods in less than 3,600 s. From Table 1 it is noted that the average number of iterations of T&B method was 1.69. A more detailed analysis showed that 44.2% of instances are solved with only one iteration (i.e., the first solution of MP is equal to optimal solution) and 45.8% of instances are solved in two iterations. However 90% of instances are solved within two iterations, and the maximum number of iterations was 5 which occurred once. Therefore, with this instance set the ICBD method was performed using only the multicut procedure because other procedures only consume computational time and not bring any advantage. In the combinations 10 × 2, 10 × 3, 10 × 4, and 20 × 4 the ICBD method does not reduce the number of iterations or increase the number of cuts generated. In other combinations there were improvements, but as the number of iterations is small the improvements are also small. The biggest differences in runtimes were in the instances with five machines, usually more difficult. Moreover, the final reduction in runtime using the ICBD method compared to T&B method was 21.85%. Table 2 shows the average percentage gap of results obtained using the first solution of MP and the optimal solution (or the best solution) for the instances from Vallada and Ruiz [11] . The first column represents the number of jobs; the remainder of the table is divided into five groups, the first four groups show the results for four numbers of machines and average results for each number of jobs is shown in the fifth group. It is noted that the gaps are greater than those obtained using the instances from Tran and Beck [8] , an overall average gap of 1.54% versus 0.16%, respectively. Gaps increase as the number of machines also increases, but the opposite occurs when increasing the number of jobs.
The parameter values used by ICBD method are shown next. The percentages of jobs in the sets in the warm-start procedure were set to 50% and 75%, for the first and second stages, respectively. The maximum number of iterations of each warm-start stage was eight. A calibration of these parameters was attempted, although, in the combinations tested, none had a superior statistical performance, so these tests are not presented. The maximum time allowed for the execution of the two warm-start stages was 1,800 s. The maximum execution time of the original master problem was 3,600 s minus the total execution time of the warm-start procedure. Table 3 compares the results of the mixed-integer programming model (MIP) of Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] , the T&B method, and the ICBD (with three proposed procedures) method using the instances from Vallada and Ruiz [11] . Columns 1 and 2 refer to the number of jobs and machines, respectively. The remainder of the table is divided into three groups. The first group refers to the number of unsolved instances until optimality (#Uns.). The second group shows the average percentage gap (% Gap), which is calculated as 100 * (UB − LB)/LB. The third group shows the average CPU time elapsed in seconds (Time) when solving the instances. There are three columns for each group and one for each method evaluated. Values in italics indicate the best result for a particular combination of jobs and machines.
Comparing the three methods, ICBD obtained the best results for each one of the three performance criteria analyzed. It failed to solve only 31 instances, MIP failed to solve 57 instances, and T&B had 63 unsolved instances. ICBD obtained the lowest overall average gap of 0.07%, while the T&B and MIP methods obtained 0.17% and 0.28%, respectively. In all instance groups, ICBD obtained an average gap that was lower than or equal to the other methods. The instances with 60 jobs and 5 machines obtained the highest gaps: the MIP, T&B, and ICBD methods obtained 3.18%, 1.08%, and 0.68%, respectively. The average execution time of ICBD was 377.86 s, while those of the T&B and MIP methods were 573.89 s and 706.28 s, respectively. The ICBD method used 51.88% less runtime than the T&B method, higher value than that obtained using the instances from Tran and Beck [8] , because the instances from Vallada and Ruiz [11] need more iterations to be solved; then the proposed improvement methods obtain better results. In the T&B method, 7.67% and 15.17% of the instances are solved with one and two iterations, respectively, much lower percentages than using instances from Tran and Beck [8] . The results indicate that Vallada and Ruiz instances obtain the optimal solution more difficultly. Therefore, it justifies the use of the three improvement procedures. The average number of iterations using the original master problem is 1.87 for ICBD and 8.90 for T&B, and this difference is due in part to the average number of iterations performed by the warm-start procedure, which is 6.63. Adding together the number of both iterations, the ICBD method uses on average 8.5 iterations. Although both methods have almost the same number of iterations, the iterations during the warm-start procedure consume less computational time than those of the original master problem, and since there are more of them in ICBD, it makes this method faster. The quantity of CBCs generated by the ICBD during the warm-start procedure (56.76) is higher than those generated during the execution of the original master problem (10.07). The ICBD produces on average 66.83 CBCs in both phases, much more than the T&B method, which produces an average of 32.40 CBCs. This is because of the multicut procedure. The early termination of the master problem occurs on average 1.89 times in all instances; however, as the number of jobs increases, the number of times that this procedure is executed also increases. For example, in the instances with 60 jobs and 3 machines, it occurs on average 4.60 times. For ICBD, the average run time of the warm-start procedure is 193.18 s, which is greater than the average run time of original master problem, which is 184.68 s. The sum of these two run times is 377.86 s, which is less than the average run time of the T&B method (573.89 s). These results are shown in Table 4 , where columns 1 and 2 refer to the number of jobs and machines, respectively. The average numbers of iterations (#iter) and cuts (#cut) during the execution of the original master problem were measured for both the T&B and ICBD methods. In addition, the average numbers of master problem terminations (#ta), warm-start iterations (#ws iter), and CBCs generated in the warm-start procedure (#ws cut) were measured for ICBD. The average ICBD execution times of the warm-start procedure (ws time) and original master problem (original time) were also measured.
Conclusions
The master problem of Benders decomposition provides a tight LB, as the optimality gap after the first iteration is at most 5% of the UB. Hence, the difficulty of the method is that there may be many solutions in the master problem that are smaller than the optimal solution of the original problem. Until all these solutions are found and evaluated by the subproblem, the method cannot be terminated with a gap of 0%. Therefore, the challenge is to find these solutions as quickly as possible. With that in mind, the proposed procedures seek to quickly find them. These procedures consist of an early termination of the master problem execution when a repeated LB is found, a multicut procedure that evaluates more than one solution at a time, and finally, a warm-start procedure, in which quality solutions are found more quickly. No procedure was developed to accelerate the subproblem solutions because they consume much less computational time than the master problem.
The proposed acceleration procedures have not before been applied to the UPMSP-SMDST. Furthermore, they can be used with a combinatorial Benders decomposition in any other problem. In addition, the results show that the procedures improve the performance of the Benders decomposition scheme of Tran and Beck [8] . Moreover, the proposed method also performed better than the mixedinteger formulation of Avalos-Rosales et al. [1] relative to the three performance criteria analyzed.
The approach used by Geoffrion and Graves [32] of solving the master problem only once and generating a Benders cut each time a better incumbent solution is found was tested and used more computational time than the traditional approach. One hypothesis of why this happened is that, to implement this procedure, it is necessary to use a CPLEX callback function that disables the dynamic search used to improve CPLEX performance. The local branching strategy of Fischetti and Lodi [34] was also tested, but it consumed more computational time to find the repeated solutions of the proposed procedures.
One proposal for future work is to develop a strong cut that eliminates more solutions than just the infeasible solutions as in the no-good cut. Another proposal is to develop a heuristic to create quality cuts to be inserted into the master problem before starting the Benders decomposition procedures themselves, as in Sherali and Lunday [24] .
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